In many conventional studies on the geometric structure of the space of linear systems, only the transfer functions of systems have been discussed. However, for example, if a plant has a specific physical structure with perturbed parameters, then the approximation problem must be analyzed with the geometry on the space of the realizations. In this paper, we analyze the geometric structures of the space of linear systems which depend on their realizations. We define a Riemannian metric on the manifolds of Gramians, in order to measure the difference of the effects from the inputs to the state variables and from the state variables to the outputs between two systems. The Riemannian metric is equal to the inverse of Fisher information matrix and it represents the degree of distinction between the parameters of two systems. Moreover we introduce two connections on the manifolds and two measures corresponding to these connections, that is, Riemmanian distance and Kullback divergence.
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To analyze the structures of the geometries, we present the realizations of two systems described by transfer functions, which attain the minimum values of the distance and the divergence between them. This is a main subject of this paper. The minimum values are derived from their Hankel singular values and the balanced realization is one of the realizations which attain the minimum values. Moreover the space of pairs of controllability Gramians and observability Gramians has a parallel structure.
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